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Single passenger flights: The daily woes of airlines, and the crew 
still working The European Commission will next month present a set of rules for the safe

reopening of air travel when coronavirus lockdowns end, including social

distancing in airports and planes, while some US airlines are taking their own

protective measures. EU Transport Commissioner Adina Valean said on

Wednesday (April 22) that measures under consideration would include the

wearing of masks and disinfection of planes and airports. "All this should be part of

those guidelines and probably by mid-May we can put forward this strategy we are

working on, "Valean said on Twitter.

Biden ‘Honored’ to Be Endorsed by Radical Groups
Joe Biden said he was “honored” to receive an endorsement from Emgage, a

Muslim political action committee that recently partnered with a Muslim

Brotherhood front group. He was equally “honored” to receive an endorsement

from J Street, a radical Leftist Jewish organization that supports policies that

would spell suicide for Israel, the only Jewish state in the world. Similar to how

radical Left-wing members of the Democrat party have been able to sway

mainstream Dems away from their previous centrist ideologies, both of these

radical organizations are putting their stakes down in the party by endorsing

Biden.

Ilhan Omar Calls for Sharia Flogging of Critics with ’80 Stripes’
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar called for a sharia punishment of flogging for her critics

who have accused her of adultery for her affair with Tim Mynett. The issue here isn’t

whether Ilhan Omar committed adultery. The issue is a sitting congresswoman

invoked threat of brutal sharia violence against her critics. It’s an unprecedented

move and was met with backlash from the public, including a collective of

leadership. Ilhan Omar’s tweet came the same day as another tweet using the

Arabic expression for praising God and redirecting it as a political attack, to which

Piecing Together a Gunman’s Murderous Rampage in Nova Scotia
Nova Scotia has seen its fair share of tragedy. The Westray mine explosion, the

disaster at Glace Bay's No. 26 colliery, the senseless murders at a

McDonald's in Sydney River and the downing of Swissair flight 111 all come to

mind. But nobody would believe you if you'd told them last week that this town,

and its surrounding rural area, would be ground-zero for the country's worst

ever mass shooting. "People are in shock. We're still in shock," Lenore Zann,

the MP for Cumberland-Colchester, said in an interview Monday. The mourning

is going to go on for some time as the shockwaves keep growing and more and more people realize who

was killed so senselessly. We all know each other here."

human rights activist Yasmine Mohammed offered a quick retort educating Ilhan Omar on her own faith

terminology.
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Is Internet Recruitment Enough to Seduce a Vulnerable Individual 
into Terrorism?
Is Internet recruitment alone strong enough to recruit an individual into a

terrorist group, much less to incite him or her to travel across continents to

join, as in the case of the 40,000 or so foreign terrorist fighters and their

family members [FTFs] who traveled to ultimately join the ISIS Caliphate in

Syria and Iraq? Most experts, until now, would likely answer no, stating that

some face-to-face element is necessary to seal the deal.

Airport Security Guards Patrol the Streets as Work Dries Up

Germany Issues Technical Support Tender for National Drone 
Detection System Appraisal
Germany’s air navigation service provider Deutsche Flugicherung GmbH

(DFS) has issued a tender for support services in evaluating its nationwide

Drone Detection Systems (DDS) network. DFS was tasked by the

government to research counter UAS equipment purchases and integration

of a DDS into the national unmanned aerial system traffic management

(UTM) system to protect the airspace up to 4,000ft and 18km around the

Keeping Essential Cargo Moving Through the COVID-19 Pandemic

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) calls for a coordinated

approach among governments to keep air cargo flowing. Delays in permit

approvals, quarantine measures for air cargo crew and not enough support on

the ground continue to hamper the movement of cargo flights carrying vital

medical supplies and other necessities.

Airport security guards are hitting New Zealand streets thanks to a deal

hammered out with police. Aviation Security Service (Avsec) Wellington station

manager Warwick Burr said up to 500 staff nationwide found themselves with

little to do as the COVID-19 crisis took hold and most plane travel was

cancelled. But a deal had been worked out with police where the Avsec guards

acted as the “eyes and ears” for police.

Singapore Aviation Academy Course – 24 to 28 August 2020
This course provides you with the knowledge and

skills in aviation security auditing techniques to

effectively conduct compliance audits and manage

quality control programmes. It aims to enhance the

awareness of aviation security managers and

supervisors on auditing procedures and techniques

in line with the requirements of ICAO Annex 17

(Security) and ICAO Document 8973 (Security

Manual). Check out https://saa.caas.gov.sg/

country’s 16 largest airports, according to Ralf Heidger of the DFS, speaking at the U-space ConOps and

research dissemination conference, Eurocontrol, September 30-October 1. The agency has developed a

concept which integrates the DDS with the national UTM and air traffic management systems.
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